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NPC Soccer Club  
Parent and Player Agreement 

Revised 05 September 2019 
 

Congratulations on being selected to join the NPC Soccer Club Competitive Soccer Program 

(hereinafter “Club” or “NPC”) for the 2019/2020 seasonal years. 

 
As part of the registration process, we want to ensure that you understand the obligations and 
commitments associated with accepting a roster position with NPC. Please initial the points below to 
acknowledge your understanding of these expectations, then sign and date the last page when 
completed. 

 
NPC Soccer Club’s interest is the long-term development of each player, including ongoing improvement 
in technical skills and increased knowledge of the game, as well as personal growth and social growth as 
a valued team member.  Player development and showcasing of players to college coaches will often be 
given a higher priority than winning. Playing only to win, without taking into consideration other factors, 
can sometimes have adverse effects on player development and team dynamics. 
Parents and players must understand this and should conduct themselves in a manner that fosters a 
healthy club and team environment.  
 

I. PLAYER EVALUATION AND SELECTION  
Current players will be evaluated throughout the season during practices, scrimmages, and games. 
Current and new players are evaluated during annual tryouts and any special clinics.  
Present and potential team members are evaluated in four areas: 

1. Technical ability  
2. Tactical awareness  
3. Physical (endurance, strength, and speed) 
4. Character, discipline, and leadership 
 

If you have any questions about the meaning of these terms, please ask the coaches.  
 
Coaches are responsible for making decisions for the good of the club and team. Politics, friendships, 
personal relationships, and financial contributions to the club or team will not enter into the decision. Just 
as players have the freedom to select a soccer club without unfair pressure and with a full understanding 
of what is expected, our coaches need the same freedom to work objectively. We will not always agree 
on issues as sensitive as player evaluation and selection.  We hope you will respect our attempt to be 
objective in these matters. 
 
The offer to enter into this contract is extended only to individuals who have been selected by NPC 
Soccer Club. Unless NPC waives a tryout, an individual must tryout and must be selected by a Coach or 
the Director of Coaching to participate on a club team for any soccer seasonal year. 
 
Before the Player participates on any NPC teams, all of the following conditions must be met 

1. This Agreement must be signed by the Player and the Player’s parent or representative, if the 
Player is under the age of 18 years at the date of this Contract. 

2. The Registration fee must be submitted with this Contract to the Club Registrar. 
3. The Medical Waiver must be read and signed.  

 

II. FEES and PAYMENT OF FEES 
The anticipated fees for the 2019/2020 soccer season are contained in your invitation letter.  
Fees generally cover the following: 

 

A. Club Fees:  

• US Youth Soccer fees; State Association Fees and United States Soccer Federation fees; 

• League and Referee fees for regular season league games; 

• Club Administrative fees 
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• Field permits 

• Equipment 
 

B. Team Fees: (Team dependent and may vary) 

• Coaching Fee 

• Tournaments 

• 1 Practice Jersey- for new players only 

• 1 full Home Kit (home jersey, shorts, and socks) – for new players only 

• 1 Away Jersey – for new players only 

• Player Passes 
 

C. Fees do NOT include: 

• Spirit wear 

• Additional jerseys 

• Pre-season Camp  

• Extra Tournament Expenses Fees: TBD such as coaching expenses/costs at tournaments 

which require an overnight stay 

 
 

The Player and Player’s Representative understand that NPC Soccer Club will incur these expenses if the 
player leaves NPC before the end of the season. The Player’s membership is accepted with the 
understanding that the Player and their representatives will be responsible for the entire Club fee even if 
the Player leaves the Club before the end of the season. The Player will not be released from NPC until 
all obligations have been satisfied. 
 

 Player’s initials Player’s Representatives’ initials 
 

III. INJURIES 

If an injury occurs and a player cannot play for a two-month period, fees will continue to be paid. If an 

injury occurs lasting over two months, fees will no longer need to be paid. A medical waiver from the 

treating physician will be required. 

 

IV. PLAYER COMMITMENT and RESPONSIBILITIES 
NPC is a youth soccer club geared towards players who love the sport of soccer and are serious about 
their development as soccer players. Players and parents invest significant time and resources in playing 
travel soccer 
Your commitment to the club and the club’s commitment to you are for one soccer seasonal year. At the 
conclusion of the year your commitment to the club is over and you are free to leave the club if you feel it 
is in your player’s best interest.  
 
We expect our players and parents to be ethical, honest and to honor their commitments both verbal and 
written; so please make your decisions carefully. Once your commitment is made, the club expects your 
full participation and support for the entire soccer season.  
Take into account that when you accept an offer from the club, the coach may need to inform other 
potential players that they did not make the team. If you have committed to the club, the club will also be 
ethical and honest, honoring our commitment to you. 
 
Attendance at practice and games are critical.  
 

1. All players should be on time for practices and games as scheduled.  
2. Occasionally, games may be rescheduled on short notice. You will be expected to make every 

effort to attend.  
3. Players are expected to arrive at practices 15 minutes prior to the scheduled start time with water, 

a ball, shin guards and appropriate clothing for training. Players should be ready to train seriously 
when they arrive.  
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4. All NPC Players are required to wear official NPC training gear (jersey, short, socks). NPC Club 
Coaches reserve the right to suspend a player for the next game and/or practice for non-
compliance of this rule. 

5. All players should notify the Coach or Team Manager in advance via email, text or telephone call 
if they will be absent or late during scheduled training or for scheduled games. 

6. Unexcused absence in training and/or games may result in exclusion or non-selection in an 
upcoming game roster. 

7. Players should arrive at all games at a time specified by the Coach and the Team Manager with 
both game jerseys available. The player/parent must inform the Coach or Team Manager if the 
player will be late. 

8. During games, players are expected to follow the instructions of their coaches. Players not on the 
field are expected to sit and watch their teammates from the bench.  

9. Players are expected to try their best within the rules of the game and compete aggressively, but 
fairly at all times.  

10. Nutrition and rest are also the responsibility of the player. We expect players to eat nutritious, 
healthy food in a timely fashion so as not to interfere with their performance. If you have 
questions about which foods are best for performing athletes, please ask the team coach.  

11. As a member of NPC, you are responsible for your own performance and conduct. Honesty, 
communication, and reliability are expected at all times. The club asks that you care about 
yourself and the sport of soccer. This requires that you maintain a healthy lifestyle and a healthy 
team attitude. Any use of drugs, alcohol, or cigarettes is not acceptable to the club and may result 
in temporary suspension or even removal from the club. In addition, our club will insist you 
maintain a positive team attitude and a personal sense of sportsmanship and fair play. 

12. No player will be cut from a team during a seasonal year unless it is for disciplinary reasons or 
failure to fulfill financial obligations. Suspension from the club must be made in consultation with 
the Director of Coaching.   

 
A. Off The Field 

NPC players are expected to carry themselves as gentlemen and ladies on and off the field. At 
tournaments, player behavior is expected to be exemplary. As athletes, players are further expected to 
conduct themselves with dignity and respect at home and at school. Disrespect of adults, including 
teachers and parents, will not be tolerated. Poor behavior by one player is a bad reflection on teammates 
and the club. 
 

B. “24-Hour Rule”  
1. If a problem arises that a player and/or parent feel must be resolved, the Club has a policy that 

suggests how to effectively address it.  
2. If the problem is not truly an emergency, please follow “The 24-Hour Rule”. Give one full day 

before initiating communications with coaches, the Director of Coaching, or another club 
director. Sometimes a problem may seem easier to resolve after taking a day or two to consider 
the situation.  

3. After waiting, if the problem still needs addressing, players and/or parents should follow the 
guidelines set forth below in VI DISCIPLINE 

Player and Player’s Representative understand that the Player is being accepted by NPC as part of a 
team. Unexcused absences make it difficult for other players to benefit from the Club’s training and 
games. The Player and Player’s Representative also understand that one of the benefits of youth sports 
is teaching responsibility and honoring commitments.  This provision is designed to help the Player 
learn responsibility and the need to honor commitments. 

 

 Player’s initials Player’s Representatives’ initials 
 

V. PARENT COMMITMENT 
Parental support and involvement in the club are essential. Parents must make sure their child attends all 
practices, meetings, games, etc. whenever possible.  We understand there will be times when conflicts 
cannot be avoided, and other more important events occur. The club requires your communication, 
planning, and flexibility so we can minimize conflicts. It is the team’s responsibility to present a periodic 
schedule to allow time for your planning. When parents or players have an unavoidable conflict, the club 
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expects timely communication so the club or team can make any necessary adjustments. The coach will 
make final decisions on scheduling after careful consideration of your needs and those of the club or 
team. 
 

A. Sideline Coaching 
Players can only be instructed by the coach during the game. The parents' role is strictly encouragement 
No matter how good your intentions are, we insist there be no shouting instructions to your child or any 
other player on the team. We also insist there be absolutely no yelling or complaining to referees or 
officials during or after games. Your vocal support and positive encouragement are welcome after good 
play. Please do not criticize or “moan” with disappointment when mistakes are made. The players are well 
aware of mistakes they make We also teach our players that overcoming and learning from mistakes are 
an important part of the learning process.  
 

B. Playing Time 
Except for small-sided players (ages U9-U12), there is no guaranteed amount of playing time.  There are 
many factors that can affect the amount of playing time for a particular player. The policy of the Club is 
that playing time is earned and not given (for ages U13 and up). Starting positions and playing time are 
both earned by coming to practice regularly and by working hard, competing and concentrating during 
practices and games.  
Should you have any questions or concerns, please talk with your coach at the appropriate time.  
 
Club policy is players on teams U9-U12 will play at least 1/2 of each game, provided they are “in good 
standing.” This rule is especially important at tournaments where coaches are encouraged to play 
everyone fairly.   
 

VI. DISCIPLINE   
1. Minor player violations should be resolved within the team, through the Team Manager and 

Team Coach.  
2. The Team Coach will discuss the problem directly and privately with the player, with the 

assumption the problem will be corrected immediately. 
3. If the problem persists, the Team Coach will communicate with the player's parents to 

discuss the problem. Parents will have the opportunity to be involved with correction of the 
problem at this time. 

4. If the problem continues, the team coach may temporarily suspend the player.  
5. If the situation warrants, the team coach may recommend to the Director of Coaching that the 

player be removed from the Club. 
6. Serious or unresolved violations should be reported initially to the Director of Coaching, who 

will then involve the Executive Committee, if deemed necessary.  
7. The parents of any player recommended for removal from the Club may request to meet with 

the Director of Coaching and Executive Director. 
 

 Player’s initials Player’s Representatives’ initials 

 

VII. TEAM FORMATION 
1. Player registration will be conducted in accordance with the Bylaws, Policies, and rules of the 

Club. 
2. A player shall be allowed to play above his/her actual age with Registrar approval. Approval 

is not guaranteed and must be obtained each year. 

3. Players will be assigned to teams by the Registrar in accordance with Board policy. Any 
complaints and/or disputes are to be forwarded to the Registrar for final resolution. 

4. Players may be dropped from a team roster for disciplinary reasons or other reasons and 

only with approval by the Board 

5. Transfer of players to other teams within the Club: Any player registered with a member team 

which has been declared defunct by the Board is entitled to be transferred to any other team 

within the Club. Once a player has been assigned to a team and the seasonal year has 

begun, a player may not be transferred unless sufficient cause shall be demonstrated to the 
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Registrar, in writing. The request will be granted only with the approval of the Director of 

Coaching. 

6. Transfer of players outside of the Club: Requests must be made in writing to the Team 

Manager or the Club Registrar. The Club Registrar is the only person who has the authority 

to release a player from their legal and financial responsibilities to the Club, and only with 

written permission of the Director of Coaching 

 

VIII. USE OF NAME AND LIKENESS 
I hereby willingly and expressly grant NPC Soccer, it’s employees, agents, assigns; affiliated and 
subsidiary companies and any third party it authorizes  

1. the right to take photographs/videos of me and/or my Player at events the club participates in 
including but not limited to practices, training, camps, games, tournaments 

2. to copyright the photograph/videos of me and/or my Player  
3. to use such photographs/videos, releasing any expectation of confidentiality, with or without 

my name, for any lawful purpose, including such purposes as publicity, illustration, 
advertising and Web content. 

 
                Player’s initials                         Player’s Representatives’ initials 
 

IX. TIME TO RESCIND THIS CONTRACT 

Player and Players Representative shall have 7 days from signing this contract to rescind it for any 
reason to receive a full discount of all fees paid to the club minus the non-refundable deposit. After the 
expiration of the 7-day period Player and Player’s representative will be required to pay the entire 
amount specified in II FEES before being released and allowed to transfer to another club. 

 

  Player’s initials Player’s Representatives’ initials 

 
I hereby acknowledge that I read and understand all of the information contained in the NPC 
Parent and Player Agreement. My signature below indicates my agreement to follow all 
regulations and sanctions that the club may impose upon violation  
 
 
 
 
___________________  ______________________  ________________________ 
Signature    Signature    Signature 
 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________  ________________________  ________________________ 
Print Name Player’s Name  Print Parent’s Name NPC Club Officer 
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